Get your travel on.

Join for FREE today.
With 7Across it is easy
to go more places,
see more faces and
cover more bases. All
with lower fees and
less fine print.
If that isn’t a win-winwin, we don’t know
what is.

Three simple
ways to travel.
Exchange weeks It is simple. Trade your
Deposit credit for a week at one of thousands of
resorts around the globe.
Bonus weeks These are weeks that you
can snap up, at great value, within six months of
check-in. No Deposit credit needed.
Rental weeks Great weeks available for
rent in timeshare and non-timeshare resorts, in
spectacular destinations.
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More fun. Less fees.
We have two simple booking options for Exchange and Bonus weeks.
Simply choose the Fix-It or Flex-It booking option to travel on your terms.
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When booking with a Flex-It option, the
transaction is fully refundable up to 24 hours
before check in. Any monetary amount related
to the transaction will be returned to your
account as a monetary credit (no refunds will
be issued). This includes any exchange fee,
bonus fee, upgrade fee and relevant taxes
paid. The monetary credit will be available on
your account for 2 years.

If a deposit was used, the Deposit credit will
be returned to your account with the original
expiration date. If your deposit is past its original
expiration date, the deposit will not be returned.

Rebooking option
When booking with a Flex-It option, in the event
you need to change your booking, you can do
so paying only the difference between your
original booking and the replacement booking,
if there is one.

Register for your free 7Across membership today.
Vacation your way.
Bank your week with 7Across and score 3 years to plan
and book your next getaway. Need to extend your credit
an extra 6 months? No problem, simply pay the small
fee. Can’t find what you are looking for? Place a request
and let us find the ideal vacation for you.

Go more places.
Explore even more with 7Across Travel partners. We
are always on the lookout for great travel partners,
to find you the best deals on more travel options.
Explore your Dashboard at 7Across.com or give your
Getaway Guides a call to discover more.
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